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Written communication

§ How to keep good research notes 
§ Proposal writing

—Research proposals
—Scholarship proposals

§ Electronic communication



Research notes: Purpose

§ Record what you plan to do
§ Record what you have done
§ Document your results
§ Research notes are a form of communication

—Between you and your lab mates 
—Between you and your supervisor

§ Research notes also a history
—Future trainees can refer to your notebook 
—What worked, what did not

Thanks to Dr. Tara Beattie



Research notes

§ Notes should be understandable by
—You
—Your supervisor
—Your lab mates, present and future

§ You will need to go back to your notes later
—Publications
—Data reanalysis
—Lab resource



Research notes

§ Start with the date, including year
— Chronological order of notes most logical

§ Why are you doing the experiment?
§ Record your methods

— Any changes, write them down
— Show your calculations

§ Write down any errors or concerns
— This will allow you to troubleshoot if things do not work

§ Document all relevant information, even if you are 
unsure of its importance in the short term

§ You should be able to recreate the experiment years 
down the road!



All clear in 2010, but maybe not so clear in 2018



Much better!!!



Research notes

§ When the experiment is done
—Promptly write up your results
—Summarize what you did
—Indicate any observations or conclusions
—Is there any other relevant information you can get from 

the results? What worked? What did not?
§ For repeated procedures

—Please talk to your supervisor about expectations in this 
regard. 

—Do they want you to record all aspects of the procedure 
again, or can you refer back to a previous entry in your lab 
book and only indicate any changes that are being made. 



Research notes best practices

§ Use your notebook for all of your notes
—Paper towels, gloves, back of hand not an acceptable 

substitute 
§ Do not erase entries or tear out pages
§ Don’t add anything you do not want others to see

—Not a diary
—Not a “slam book”

§ Write up your notes promptly to ensure you do not 
forget important information



The dreaded paper towel



More appropriate



Electronic Notes or Data Files

§ Talk to your supervisor about their views on 
electronic lab notes

§ For electronic data, please ensure that your 
supervisor would know where to find it. What 
computer, folder, document name. Best to work out 
that details of this with your supervisor

§ Should NOT be kept (only) on a personal laptop.
§ Always back up your data!!!!!



Keeping Good Research Notes

§ Key to remember. Lab notes belong to the 
supervisor/university.

§ Your supervisor should have access to lab notes at all 
times.

§ When you leave the lab, the lab notes remain behind 
with the supervisor. 



Research proposal writing

Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

Thanks to Dr. Sarah Childs

http://www.gocomics.com/calvinandhobbes/2015/10/22


Because it will help focus my thinking, and direct experiments to 
make effective use of my time as a graduate student

Why write a good research proposal?

§ Because it’s a graduate school requirement
§ Because it’s a requirement of my course
§ Because I want to apply for scholarships



Research proposal goals

In short:

What do you intend to do?
Why is the work important?
What has already been done?
How are you going to do the work?

§ Defines a fundamental question or hypothesis that the project 
will address

§ Provides compelling rationale for the significance of the work

§ Outlines the approach in specific experiments

§ Shows that you know the limitations of your study



Topics covered in this session:

1.  Research proposals

2. Scholarships and abstracts

3.  Approaches to writing



The importance of starting early





þ Title
þ Abstract

þ Background

þ Hypothesis

þ Aims

þ Preliminary data

þ Experimental plan

þ Expected outcomes, potential 

pitfalls

þ Significance

Basic outline of a research proposal



þBackground

- Rationale for choosing this research area

- Historical background to the problem
- Introduce the knowledge needed to understand the proposal

- Highlight the problem under study and the unknowns
- Highlight how your approach will address the unknowns

The introduction is an argument as to why the work your propose is 
necessary

It is not a comprehensive review of the topic: Focus your intro on the 
research you plan to do



þ Hypothesis or research objective

§ One sentence hypothesis (Bold or underline to make it 
stand out)
— should be testable, not a vague description
— be definitive!

§ For example: The E. coli toxin hemolysin A targets tight 
junctions
—Not

§ The E. coli toxin hemolysin A might target tight junctions
§ Some projects better served by research objective or 

question
— The objective of this project is to determine the prevalence of 

antibiotic resistant E coli in treated waste water



þ Aims (overview)

§ Directly after the hypothesis have a simple list of 2-3 
aims (one line each) that address your hypothesis

§ Start aims with dynamic words
• “Determine the role of …
• “Characterize…
• “Test whether.



þ Preliminary Data

§ When you submit your research proposal, chances 
are that you’ve done a considerable amount of work 
already. 
—Either have a separate preliminary data section to describe 

the data or embed relevant data within each of the aims. 
—Support your data with figures and tables.



§ Define the experiments to test your hypothesis as 
listed in your aims. 

§ It is sometimes convenient to divide each aim into 
sub-sections:
— Rationale: brief 1-2 sentences on why this is an important 

experiment
— Experimental Plan (could be subdivided into a, b, c etc.)

• What are you going to do?
• How are you going to do it?
• Controls!!
• N’s?
• Statistical tests?

þ Experimental Plan



Potential pitfalls & Alternative Approaches

§ Potential pitfalls
• Show that you know what might go wrong and that you 

know how to overcome and solve problems.
• Address all questions readers may have about your 

experiments. 
• Identify potential weaknesses in your protocols and 

research design.

§ Alternative approaches
• Offer alternative methods, in case your primary method 

fails.
• Show that you are capable of adapting future experiments 

depending upon the results generated.



þ Expected outcomes & Significance

§ Expected outcomes/ Key Deliverables: 
—What will we learn from your research?
—Stress novelty, innovation, advances to field
—Future directions

§ Follow up studies, knowledge translation 

§ Significance
—What is important about your work



Scholarship proposals & abstracts

§ Short; often only one page
§ Used to describe research and to address research 

potential, communication and critical thinking skills 
§ Only one part of your application
§ Includes 

—Introduction
—Hypothesis/objective
—Aims and methodology
—Significance



Scholarship Proposal

§ Your reviewers will likely not be experts in your field
§ Introduction: High level, explain motivation/rationale 

for your study. Should be about 1/3 of your proposal
§ Reviewers look for a clearly stated, testable  

hypothesis/research objective
§ Include enough methodological detail so the 

reviewers know you can perform the work
—Methods also used to assess research environment. Are 

the facilities/equipment/expertise available to support the 
proposed research

—Address potential pitfalls/mitigation strategies



Scholarship Proposal

§ Expected outcomes/ Key Deliverables: 
—What defines success in your project

§ Significance 
—Be realistic. You don’t need to cure cancer!

—Tie into agency or institutional priority areas

—“This work is aligned with a larger national network grant 
funded by CIHR…which will ensure resources and expertise 
is available for successful completion”



Approaches to writing



Make your ideas accessible

• Realize your readers have diverse backgrounds. 
• Essential for scholarships
• Your committee will have different levels of expertise on your 

project

• Write so that all your readers can understand your 
proposal. Include basic, obvious information throughout. 

• Explain your logic (“In order to determine X, I will first test 
Y”)

• Keep it concise and avoid convoluted arguments. Guide 
your reader through every sentence and idea.

• Minimize jargon and define abbreviations and acronyms



Figures are your friend

§ Figures help your reader follow your argument
—Schematics/cartoons to illustrate concepts
—Preliminary data

§ Draw your own schematics if possible, but figures 
can be adapted from other people or references as 
long as you cite it

§ Include all relevant preliminary data
§ Too many figures will distract, so choose carefully

—Don’t use figures to extend the page limit



Simpler is often better

Nature Reviews Molecular Cell Biology 5, 261-270 (April 2004)
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References

§ A research proposal is scholarly
—20-70 references

§ Cite the primary literature (not just reviews)

§ Show that you know the literature surrounding your 
project

§ Read the references you cite
—Understand methods, arguments

—Should be relevant to topic and of good quality

§ Using Endnote or Reference Manager is a must



Style: Active vs Passive Voice

§ Use the active voice as much as possible
—More powerful and straightforward
—Uses fewer words

§ Active Voice: “I measured protein X levels by 
western blot” 

§ Passive Voice: “a western blot was performed to 
examine the levels of protein X” 

§ Pick a verb tense and stick with it
—Past tense conventional
—Present tense now more common for emphasis and 

universality



Style: When to use “I” vs. “we”

§ A research proposal is about the work that YOU
are going to do

§ “I will perform PCR…” tells the reader that you will 
personally do the experiment (*active )

§ “We will perform PCR…” tells the reader that 
someone else in addition to you will do the 
experiment (*active)

§ “PCR will be performed” gives no idea of who will to 
the work (* passive)



Formatting: Aesthetics

§ Don’t cram as much text as possible into the 
document

§ Consider using some of the following (but don’t over 
use):
—Space between paragraphs
—Indentation
—Headings
—Bullets
—Bold text
—Colour

38
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Image copyright Ally Brosh
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Style: Checking over the final document

üAcronyms are defined at first use. 

üThe verb tense agrees through the whole document.

üGene names use standard convention 

üAll statements that are not common knowledge are 
referenced

üWhen methods are referred to another paper, make sure 
it was the original method, and not one that refers to a 
third paper.

üSimplify: Never use a long word when a short one will do 
üEdit: Cut unnecessary words and sentences



Editing

§ A research proposal should be purely your own work. 
§ Enlist spelling/grammar assistance if you are a non-

English speaker. 
§ In the case of candidacy, someone reading your 

proposal to edit your ideas is not acceptable.
§ Computer spelling and grammar checks won’t find all 

mistakes- read it yourself. 
§ Know the rules on plagiarism



Feedback

§ Absolutely critical to get feedback from others prior to 
submission
— You want to find flaws in the proposal before submitting, not at 

your candidacy exam!

§ Reviewers include
— Supervisor
— Supervisory committee members, lab members, other 

students/postdocs
— Scholarships: Internal peer reviewers

§ Review etiquette
— Don’t wait until the last minute 
— Critiques of your work is not personal and should be 

constructive



Electronic Communication

§ Be clear in your subject line.  
§ If you don’t know the recipient use titles

—Hello Dr. DeVinney
—Hey RD!!!
—Once you know each other you may then be on first name 

basis

§ Avoid emojis and texting abbreviations
§ Proofread before sending
§ Avoid ALL CAPS
§ Respond promptly



Electronic communication

§ Know your recipient’s preferences
—Email
—Text

§ Be careful with attachments
—Make sure you know the size limits 
—Make sure they are in a format the recipient can open

§ Sign off professionally
—Signature line



Resources

§ CSM Graduate Writing Community
—Friday Nov 23. 1-4 pm HS Library 1459

§ Faculty of Graduate Studies My Grad Skills 
Workshops

§ University of Calgary Student Success Centre
—Writing support

§ “Elements of Style” by Strunk & White
§ ”On Writing Well” by Zissner
§ “Writing readable prose” (2006) Bredan AS, van Roy 

F. EMBO Reports, 7, 846


